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Address Tiroler Zukunftsstiftung 
Kaiserjägerstrasse 4a 
6020 Innsbruck

Country Austria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
As development agency for the business location Tirol, the Tirolean Future Foundation is responsible for the formation, settlement and development of
companies in Tirol. We focus our activities on the economic fields of excellence of alpine technologies, mechatronics, information technologies,
renewable energies, life sciences and wellness. The cluster renewable energies Tirol is in charge of a competence network containing 53 Tirolean
companies and R & D- facilities that are all working in the future-oriented segment of renewable energies. Contentwise the emphasis is put on
solarthermics and photovoltaics, geothermics, use of biomass and waterpower. There are also comprehensive themes such as energy-efficient
construction and energy optimation in the production process. You can find detailed information on www.zukunftsstiftung.at For more information
please contact: Dr. Marcus Hofer, Division Manager Investor Services & Regional Development marcus.hofer@zukunftsstiftung.at, Tel:
0043.512.576262.13 Mag. Klaus Meyer, Program Manager renewable energies: klaus.meyer@zukunftsstiftung.at, Tel: 0043.512.576262.52
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